JORDAN ROSAS
Full Stack Software Developer
Personal Profile
From Barista to Amazon warehouse associate
to Full Stack Software Developer. After moving
to Nashville I didn't have a clear idea as to what
I wanted to do. That was until I got introduced
to software by a family member. After close to
two years self studying python, I decided it was
time to invest in myself to formalize my
education. Now, I am doing what I love and
having fun doing it. Problem solving, creating,
coding.

React Weather App
This application was a side project I made in
efforts to gain a better understanding of React.
The application takes a city and the country that
the city is in from the user. When search is pressed
the current weather for that location, humidity, and
description of the weather is displayed. I used
React to dynamically create the content on the
DOM and utilized the open weather map API to
get the weather report and ended up using object
dot notation to select specific data that came back
from the fetch call. I used bootstrap 4 to style the
project.
https://github.com/JordanRosas/React-weatherapplication

Polyglot Pal
This application served as my frontend capstone. I
built polyglot pal so people could have a way to learn
another language whether it is for business reasons or
personal goal. Users can connect with other users
ranging from beginner to native speakers in the
language. I built this application using react js to
dynamically populate the DOM with all of its content,
as well as utilizes conditional and dynamic routing.
The styling was done with bootstrap for all of the
buttons and forms as well as the headers on the
page. I also utilized Material UI to create the
navigation bar and its corresponding icons for the
navigation items.
https://github.com/JordanRosas/Polyglot-Pal

Education
Nashville Software School, Full Stack
Developer, 2019
South Puget Sound Community College, AA,
2017
North Thurston High School, High School
Diploma, 2016

360-951-8234
jordanrosasdev@gmail.com
linkedin.com/in/jordanrosas/
jordanrosas.dev
github.com/JordanRosas

Technical Experience
Software Developer, Nashville Software School

2018-2019

A six month web development bootcamp that prepares students to enter the software
development workforce as full stack developers.
Projects
Welcome To Nashville
Our second group project. We were tasked to build an itinerary building application for
someone who is visiting Nashville for the first time. We built this project using vanilla
JavaScript to dynamically populate the DOM with content. and, utilized 4 external API to
generate the possible activities for the user to choose from. My specific role in this project
was to write our fetch calls, and write custom queries to get specific data from our API. After
hitting MVP my team worked on CRUD functionality of the application so a user would be
able to save, edit, or delete an itinerary..
https://github.com/JordanRosas/welcome-to-nashville-cyclones

Nutshell
Our third group project. My team was tasked with building a CRUD JavaScript application.
Users had the ability to register their own account, add friends, send messages, create a to do
list, and see news articles. My responsibility for this project was to implement the login
register forms and be sure that users can have separate, unique experiences. by including
session storage. I built the login forms dynamically through javascript and utilized jquery to
implement a small transition animation between a login form and the registraion form. Upon
completion of the login task I worked on the applications navigation bar and styling the app
using CSS.
https://github.com/JordanRosas/nutshell-divine-madness

Work Experience
Ambassador Amazon.com Inc

2017-2018

Trained new hired on operational requirements
Ensured efficient processing of packages on the correct truck for timely
departure
Obtained Trailer Dock Release license.
Inspected trucks to ensure the safety of associates inside and outside of
the warehouse.
Obtained Robotic arm license
Oversaw robot operations ensuring the safety of all associates in the
area.
Obtained Power Industrial Truck license
Moved large orders to designated areas using fork lift to ensure on time
departure.

Trainer/Barista, Dutch Bros Coffee

2015-2017

Oversaw stand operations providing leadership for 4-9 employees
Trained new employees on the history of the company and all
operational requirements
Created a work environment that exemplified company core values
Served as the opening and closing manager
Provided excellent customer experience establishing lasting
relationships with patrons

